
Bullying Behaviors and Coaches 



Disclaimer 

Please understand that the purpose of this 

presentation and handout is educational.  Nothing 

in either should be construed as specific legal 

advice for a particular situation.  Sound legal 

advice requires an understanding of all the facts 

of a particular situation, something that cannot 

occur in an educational setting. 

 



Reactive 

Crisis Response 

Pro-active 

Prevention 

Intervention 

Addressing Problems 

SYSTEMIC INDIVIDUAL 



Biggest Request from School 
Administrators 
Help our teachers and coaches to treat 

our students with dignity and respect! 



Civility 

 Plays a major role in influencing organizational 
climate 

 

 

Respect 

Patience 

Acceptance 

Understanding 

Core 
values 

how we 
respect others 

Civility 

Major factor in 
a positive, 
meaningful 
workplace 

Workplace 
Climate 



Bullying Behavior 
 Is it a reaction or 

 Is it a culture 



Code of Professional 
Conduct 

 WAC 181-87 

 Public Policy Goals of Chapter 

• Protect health, safety and general welfare of 

students. 

• Assure citizens that education practitioners are 

accountable for unprofessional conduct. 

• Define and provide notice to education 

practitioners of the acts of unprofessional 

conduct. 

 



Code of Professional 
Conduct 
 

 WAC 181-87-060 Disregard or Abandonment of 

Generally Recognized Professional Standards 

• Assessment, treatment, instruction, or 

supervision of students 



15 Duties! 
 Plan     

 Supervise  

 To assess athletes readiness for practice 
and  competition  

 To maintain safe environment 

  To provide proper equipment  

 To instruct properly  

 To match athletes  

 To condition properly  
 



Duties - continued 
 To warn  

 To ensure athletes are covered by injury 
insurance  

 To provide emergency care 

 To develop an emergency response plan  

 To provide proper transportation  

 To select, train and supervise coaches 

 Uphold students rights and 
responsibilities   



To Maintain Safe Environment 
 What is involved with providing a safe environment? 

 It is more than safe playing facilities and equipment? 



Determining Liability 
 Duty of ordinary care 

• foreseeable 

• “known or should have known” 

 Breech of that duty 
• doing something you  

   shouldn’t have 

• not doing something you  

   should have 

 

 



Determining Liability 

 Damages or injuries occurred 
• to the individual 

• to property 

 Proximate cause 

• natural and continuous sequence of events with 
no casual element  

• Interrupting sequence and nothing outside the 
chain of events impacting cause and effect 

 

 



District Liability and Parent’s 
Expectations 
 Parents have the expectation that their 

children will return to them in the same 

condition or better than when they left for 

school! 

 Theory of “in loco parentis”                                

(in the place of parents) 



Types of Misconduct 
What is misconduct and how does it 

occur? 

Anything that occurs outside of your “Duty 

of Ordinary Care” 

Can this be a breech of your duty? 

 

 



Legal Terminology 
Deliberate indifference 

• When a school employee, agent, or volunteer 

chooses to act outside the policies/procedures 

of the district and/or the rules and regulations 

governing the activity, the person may be guilty 

of deliberate indifference and therefore 

exposing themselves to personal liability 



Legal Terminology 
 Local Parentis 

• Who, What, How and Where? 

• Define the roles of head & 

   assistant coaches in                               day-to-day 

implementation                                              of district 

and building                          supervision policies 
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Legal Terminology 
 Local Parentis 

 Review procedures for                             on/off campus 

and extended                 stay scenarios 

 Understand the importance                       of 

communicating policies                     and procedures to 

both                         athletes and parents ahead of time 
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“No man means all he says, 

and yet very few say all they 

mean, for words are slippery 

and thought is vicious.” 
 

Henry Adams 

19th century author and professor 
 





Definition                                 
RCW 28A.300.285 

Harassment, intimidation, or bullying is an intentional 
electronic, written, verbal or physical act that 

• Physically harms a student or damages the 
student’s property; or 

• Has the effect of substantially interfering with a 
student’s education; or 

• Is so severe, persistent or pervasive that it 
creates an intimidating or threatening 
educational environment; or 

• Has the effect of substantially disrupting the 
orderly operations of the school. 

 



Learning and Teaching Support 

The School Safety Center 

 http://www.k12.wa.us/SafetyCenter/default.aspx  

http://www.k12.wa.us/SafetyCenter/default.aspx


The School Safety Center 

 http://www.k12.wa.us/SafetyCenter/default.aspx  

http://www.k12.wa.us/SafetyCenter/default.aspx
http://www.k12.wa.us/SafetyCenter/default.aspx


Facts about Victims 
 80% of kids report having been bullied 

 10% of dropouts attributed to the bully 

 160,000+ kids avoid school every day 



Definition                                 
RCW 28A.300.285 
Harassment, intimidation, or bullying is an intentional 

electronic, written, verbal or physical act that 

• Physically harms a student or damages the student’s 

property; or 

• Has the effect of substantially interfering with a 

student’s education; or 

• Is so severe, persistent or pervasive that it creates an 

intimidating or threatening educational environment; or 

• Has the effect of substantially disrupting the orderly 

operations of the school. 

 



What Is Bullying and How Do We 
Define It? 
Bullying is… 

when a student or students are being exposed, 
repeatedly and over time, to negative actions 
on the part of one or more students/adults. 

Bullying exists when… 

    there is intentional harm;  where a negative 
action is repeated over time and there is an 
imbalance of power 

 



Examples of Teacher Bullying 
 Verbal 

 Physical 

 Professional 

 Psychological 



 
Intimidation 

and Bullying  

are all about 

PERCEPTION 



Communicating with Students 

Lack of 
Respect 

Lack of 
Civility 

Bullying 



Whose Needs? 
 We know that “Sports” is suppose to be all about kids 

 You know that “coaches are suppose to be role models, 
enhancing self esteem and building of character 

 We know that kids play because it is FUN! 

 Number one priority is about the welfare, safety and 
happiness of our players.   

 



Whose Needs? 
 Do we have coaches who; 

 Focus more on winning 

 Put their own needs ahead of the kids 

 Believe that an athlete’s performance is a reflection upon 
them 

 That the ends justifies the means 

 

 





What level of Coach are we? 
 Beginning Coach 

 May bring a great deal of enthusiasm 
 Reach a crossroads 

 Prove it Stage 
 I need to prove I’m a good coach 
 Ego becomes an issue if “it becomes all about me” 
 Can get caught up with win at all costs 
 Often use fear as motivation and have conflict with players, other coaches and parents 

 Status Quo Stage 
 No need for improvement 
 Coaches and kids become complacent 

 Burnout Stage 
 Coaching is no longer fun- way to big of sacrifice 
 Negative with kids and anger on those who place demands 

 Significance Stage 
 Intentional Coaching- getting beyond the X’s and O’s 
 Focus on Life Lessons 
 Your players are a priority (its about their needs) 



Do we have this? 
Coaches who provide high levels of 
encouragement, support, and autonomy 
are more likely to foster positive 
psychological responses in their athletes 
and ultimately lead to higher levels of 
performance” (American Psychological 
Association 2013) 
 
“When you’re talented and bursting with 
ambition, it’s hard to challenge a coach’s 
orders, so your personal dream traps you”  
(Katherine Starr, former Olympic swimmer 
who started Safe4Athletes) 
The “Wall of denial” 



Or This?? 



Prohibited Behaviors 

 Verbal or cruel harassment 

  (including yelling and screaming) 

 Mentally abusive or demeaning 

  behavior 

 Creation of excessive fatigue  

 unrelated to  

 normal training expectations and activities. 

 Where is the training?     



Football Player Statement 
“It got so I hated practice because I felt I was always messing 
up and being embarrassed by the coach.  In games, I became 
less aggressive for fear of messing up.  It got to the point I was 
making up excuses to miss practice.  I knew the coach was 
tough and I had no problem doing extra work or having 
someone push me to be better. But when he gets in my face 
and calls me out, embarrasses me in from of the team 
and has a problem with me every day, it makes me 
question why I still play.  I use to play to learn, be with my 
friends and have fun.  Now I can’t wait for the season to be 
over and practice is always the worst part of my day.  I don’t 
tell anyone how it affects my motivation and confidence 
because it’s football and everyone complains about the coach.  
You just have to live with it.” 



ABC News 

 Washington Teacher Accused of 

Bullying Student Put on Leave 



Coach Suspended After 
Alleged Bullying  

1. Girls basketball 

2. Hazing incident takes place in the locker 

room involving another player 

3. Coach is aware and does not report 

4. Parent calls 

5. School investigates 

6. Coach suspended 

7. Failure to follow legal process 

 

 

 



Football Coach Fired (2011) 
 Parent complained and felt her son was being “bullied” 

by the coach 

 Referred to HIB law 

 Investigation takes place (by law) 

 Information was evaluated by superintendent and 
school board 

 Coach relieved of his duty 



School, District and State Regulations DO 
NOT Differentiate 

 Is it bullying or motivation? 

 What are the perceptions of others? 

 Is it behavior common to a classroom setting? 

 “Coaches behavior is often viewed in the gray area” 

 The Law is clear; bullying (cyber, verbal and 
physical) is against the law! 



Can Physical Punishment Be 
Viewed As Bullying? 
 Is a coach who continually criticizes a player’s lack of 

strength regarded as a means of motivation in the weight 
room, or as a persistent personal attack on a student’s 
character? 

 Is singling out a player to repeatedly run laps considered a 
strategy to boost endurance and therefore, performance?  
Or is it a punitive move to demean someone who doesn’t 
measure up to his/her teammates? 

 Can kids be motivated without being intimidated?  



Coaches Code of Conduct 
 Tool either created by the school district or your 

Coaches Association to provide guidelines for proper 
behavior 

 When is enough  

 really enough? 

 



National Alliance for Youth Sports 
 “If the sports arena is considered 

a classroom, why is this 
demeaning behavior allowed?” 

 

 In 2013, New Jersey became 
sportsmanship standards 

 



The “Message 
 When an adult is delivering a 

message to an adolescent, if it’s in 
an emotional way, the kids will 
pay more attention to the way the 
message is delivered than to what 
is in the message”- Laurence 
Steinberg, Psychology Professor, 
Temple University 

 “Not only do they suffer from the 
loss, but they’re also screamed at 
in front of other people, often 
their peers, which makes it worse” 
(Steinberg) 

 



Behaviors of Bad Coaches 
 They Single out kids to criticize 

 Coaches that tear down self-esteem rather than build it up. 
“Calling a child names does little to build them up” 

 They place winning above everything 
 Regardless of pressures to win, mission should always be to 

teach young people how to grow as people 

 They ignore safety and health issues 
 Pressuring kids to play injured is a form of physical abuse.  

Playing through pain in not a sign of strength 

 The coach allows kids to bad mouth each other 
 Nothing safe when kids are allowed to criticize and bad 

mouth each other 

 



Behaviors of Bad Coaches 
 They play favorites 

 Good coaches treat everyone fair- having favorites will create 
dissention on their squads 

 They ask kids to deceive their parents 
 What are we trying to hide?  Maybe the abusive behaviors of 

coaches 

 They are disrespectful 
 Bad coaches disrespect their players- good coaches earn 

respect and lead by example 

 They are manipulative 
 Playing one player against another and breaking promises can 

destroy a player’s confidence and crush their spirit 



Abusive Coaching 
 Abuse Coach    Good Coach 

Public Embarrass players   Does not humiliate 

Rarely uses praise or positive feedback  Is a pro at looking for the “right things” 

Demeans Players    Is supportive and encouraging 

Is personally dishonest and untrustworthy  Is Honest and can be trusted 

Is rarely satisfied with the performance of players Knows how to celebrate success together 

Tends to be rigid and over controlling  Flexible but has firm limits 

Not open to constructive feedback  Is friendly, non-defensive and approachable 

Coaches through fear and intimidation  Creates a family like atmosphere 

Ignores players when displeased  Communicates displeasure directly with 
players 

Only cares about players as performers  Coaches by generating mutual respect 

Is a bad role model   Is a great role model for his/her kids 

Is emotionally unstable and insecure  Fuels the athlete’s enjoyment for the sport 

Often leaves kids feeling bad about themselves Leaves athletes feeling good about 
themselves 

Can be physically abusive   Is never physically abusive 

Earns contempt from his players  Earns respect from players and parents 



Red Flags of Abusive Coaches 
 Athletes feeling scared a lot of the time 

 Coaches telling athletes “keep this to yourself” 

 Athletes feeling guilty 

 Athletes feeling embarrassed or humiliated  

 Athletes constantly worried about making mistakes 

 Athletes trying to rationalize a coach’s behavior 

 Athlete continuously feels bad about themselves and it 
is reinforced by a coach. 

 NOTE:  NEVER KEEP ABUSE A SECRET! 



Role of Coaches 
 Coaches are to set the stage for how kids on a team 

treat one another.  Coaches need to be very clear 
regarding: 

 Team Atmosphere 

 Team build on respect 

 Built on support (regardless the score) 

 Team Unity (something that may need to be taught) 

 Teaching kids to cope! 



Creating Core Covenants 
 Covenants answer the questions of who we are 

 What do we stand for 
 What does our coaching team stand for 
 Creates clear visions for our team and our leaders 

 Covenants are intentional 
 They are commons traits seen by everyone on the team 
 They create a culture healthy  towards team success 
 They establish preset standards for all 

 Covenants begin with a vision and purpose 
 As a player, what memories do you want created? 
 When you are done as a player, what lifetime experiences do you 

want from this team 
 Will the success of this team be gauged by wins and losses 



Creating Core Covenants 
 

Covenants provide a foundation and 
identify 

What is your team identity 
What do others say about your team? 

Covenants create challenges 
No Talk and no action 
Talk and no action 
Talk and action 
No talk just action 
NOTE:  If you can’t say it in the 
classroom, Does it belong on the 
Field? 



Impact of Trust 
 When building a team, no factor is greater than trust 

 Competitive people thrive on trust 

 When athletes trust their coaches, they also trust in 
the journey 

 Trust creates a climate of Leadership among players 
and coaches. 

 Trust allows players to compete fearlessly without 
distraction. 

 The last person a young person wants to let down is 
the adult who believes in them 



Creating Memories 
 What do we want our kids to remember about their 

athletic experience 

 Do we encourage kids in ways outside of athletics? 

 Do you observe and continue monitor their academic 
performance? 

 When their athletic career is over, are you ever invited 
to special events in your players life? 
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